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How the Body Talks to the Brain; Peripheral Mediators of Physical Activity-Induced Proliferation in the Adult Hippocampus

Simone Bolijn* and Paul J. Lucassen*
Centre for Neuroscience, Swammerdam Institute of Life Sciences, University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Abstract. In the hippocampal dentate gyrus, stem cells maintain the capacity to produce new neurons into adulthood. These adult-generated neurons become fully functional and are incorporated into the existing hippocampal circuit. The process of adult neurogenesis contributes to hippocampal functioning and is influenced by various environmental, hormonal and disease-related factors.

One of the most potent stimuli of neurogenesis is physical activity (PA). While the bodily and peripheral changes of PA are well known, e.g. in relation to diet or cardiovascular conditions, little is known about which of these also exert central effects on the brain. Here, we discuss PA-induced changes in peripheral mediators that can modify hippocampal proliferation, and address changes with age, sex or PA duration/intensity.

Of the many peripheral factors known to be triggered by PA, serotonin, FGF-2, IGF-1, VEGF, β-endorphin and adiponectin are best known for their stimulatory effects on hippocampal proliferation. Interestingly, while age negatively affects hippocampal proliferation per se, also the PA-induced response to most of these peripheral mediators is reduced and particularly the response to IGF-1 and NPY strongly declines with age. Sex differences per se have generally little effects on PA-induced neurogenesis. Compared to short term exercise, long term PA may negatively affect proliferation, due to a parallel decline in FGF-2 and the β-endorphin receptor, and an activation of the stress system particularly during conditions of prolonged exercise but this depends on other variables as well and remains a matter of discussion. Taken together, of many possible mediators, serotonin, FGF-2, IGF-1, VEGF, β-endorphin and adiponectin are the ones that most strongly contribute to the central effects of PA on the hippocampus. For a subgroup of these factors, brain sensitivity and responsivity is reduced with age.
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INTRODUCTION

During early embryology, new neurons are formed in massive numbers. In later stages of brain development, the extent of neurogenesis decreases strongly and the adult brain is generally considered incapable of producing new neurons, except for the subventricular zone and the hippocampal dentate gyrus. Here, stem cells continue to proliferate, differentiate and, after a selection phase during which many undergo apoptotic cell death [1], eventually develop into fully functional neurons that integrate in, and contribute to the mature trisynaptic network of the adult hippocampus [2–8]. These newborn neurons receive synaptic input and survive for prolonged periods of time, during which they continue to form dendrites and spines and receive relevant inputs [2, 3, 7–10].

By now, numerous behavioral and physiological studies have established a functional role for these adult generated cells [3, 4, 11–14] and their turnover [15, 16], in various behavioral tasks and paradigms, including...
e.g. spatial learning, fear memory and pattern separation. In addition, animal studies have suggested the involvement of hippocampal neurogenesis in specific aspects of brain disorders like depression and stress regulation [3, 17–20], anxiety [18, 19], aging [21, 22], and cognitive decline [3, 4, 14, 21]. Hence, approaches aimed towards a better understanding of the modulation and control of neurogenesis, e.g. using peripheral or environmental factors, could have important clinical benefits [23, 24].

The process of neurogenesis, i.e. the stem cell proliferation, apoptotic selection, survival and neuronal differentiation is regulated by many factors including specific genes, growth factors, hormones, behavior and environment [3, 5, 9, 17, 20, 25–32]. Of these, enriched environmental housing (EE) and stress [33] are well known to stimulate and inhibit (stages of) neurogenesis, respectively. Physical exercise also represents a major positive regulator of adult neurogenesis even in aged animals [12, 20, 22, 25, 26, 29, 34–40]. Physical activity (PA), commonly tested in rodents by placing a running wheel in their cage, is mostly studied for several days or one month but even after already 24 hours of wheel exposure, an increase in neurogenesis can be detected [41] that may be paralleled by rapid changes in angiogenesis [42]. Animals show an increase in neurogenesis upon PA, and in parallel, PA often improves cognitive measures as well [4, 11–14, 34–36, 43]. In addition, human imaging studies have shown positive effects of PA on both hippocampal volume [34, 44, 45], considered as indirect measure of neurogenesis [22, 34], as well as on cognitive functions including memory [14, 23, 24, 34, 44, 46] suggesting mental and physical activity may be beneficial for human brain health [14, 45, 47–51].

Running, or physical exercise per se, is a relatively simple and naturalistic form of activity that can generally be incorporated in a busy daily schedule. However, for many, doing exercise or engaging in sports-related activities is not possible, either because of logistic, practical or psychological obstacles, or because of physiological, physical or psychiatric limitations, that e.g. accompany old age, or in handicapped, disabled or diseased subjects. These groups might benefit from treatments mimicking the effects of running on the brain [51], but would require the identification of the bioactive compounds that actually mediate the beneficial effects of exercise on the brain. For a number of compounds we know their involvement in PA-induced neurogenesis, undoubtedly many more will be discovered in the future. Furthermore, it remains poorly understood how exactly exercise, training of peripheral muscles and the discovered mediators can affect stem cell proliferation and neurogenesis inside the brain.

Therefore, we here discuss how the ‘body talks to the brain’ and review some of the underlying mechanisms and mediators of PA-induced hippocampal plasticity. After a brief summary of adult neurogenesis, we address some general physiological changes occurring in the periphery in response to PA before focusing on some of the main bioactive compounds that are produced after aerobic exercise and induce proliferation in the hippocampus. We further discuss some PA-induced mediators that affect proliferation also indirectly, and conclude with the effects of age, sex and PA duration/intensity on PA-induced hippocampal proliferation.

ADULT HIPPOCAMPAL PROLIFERATION AND NEUROGENESIS

The hippocampus is a key brain region involved in learning and memory amongst others. It receives information from numerous brain areas, including the amygdala, olfactory bulb, hypothalamus and medial septum [6] from which projections arrive through the fornix or perforant pathway onto the pyramidal cells of the Cornu Ammonis 3 (CA3) and granule cells in the hippocampal dentate gyrus (DG) [52]. Within the DG, the subgranular zone (SGZ) holds neuronal stem cells (NSCs) that can undergo proliferation. A substantial percentage undergoes apoptotic cell death [1, 18] and around 10–12 days after proliferation, a considerable proportion of NSCs survives and migrates into the granular cell layer (GCL) where some of them subsequently differentiate into a neuronal phenotype that form synapses on the CA3 and hilar neurons whereas others undergo apoptosis (Fig. 1) [1, 3, 5, 17].

In this period, experience modifies the survival and fate decisions of the adult-generated cells, e.g. through the expression of activity-dependent immediate early genes and various growth factors [3, 5, 9, 32, 52]. The newborn neurons that survive after 4 to 8 weeks eventually have neuronal physiological properties that are largely similar to mature, pre-existing neurons [2], except that at a younger age, the adult-generated ones are easier to excite and e.g. have different thresholds for long term potentiation induction relative to adult neurons [7, 10, 53]. Eventually, the surviving NSCs develop into fully functional neurons that are incorporated within, and contribute to the existing tri-synaptic hippocampal network [6].
Environmental stimulation can promote neurogenesis in rodents and different stimuli often stimulate different stages of neurogenesis to a different extent (Fig. 1) [25, 30, 39, 48, 54–56]. As a running wheel is generally one of the components that make up an enriched environment for mice, it is important to note that this contributes significantly to the effects on neurogenesis [30, 37, 50]. Both in young and old individuals, PA is a strong stimulator of functional as well as structural brain plasticity [26, 29, 35, 36, 38, 39, 43, 57, 58]. The latter mainly includes the proliferation phase, while later stages, such as the survival of the newborn cells and their neuronal differentiation, appear to be stronger stimulated by environmental enrichment (EE). Regarding the possible influence of enrichment in an otherwise boring cage, there is some debate as to whether just the presence of a running wheel alone already changes the environment and/or motivation and aspects of energy metabolism of the animals [28, 59] that are known to be interested in such wheels per se [60] and in some studies a third group is e.g. added with a locked wheel present in the cage to control for possible effects of enrichment per se. Bednarczyk and colleagues found that the presence of a running wheel alone was already sufficient and equally potent to increase proliferation [29]. Moreover, running increased the amount of surviving neurons whereas this did not occur in the cage with the locked wheel. However, Grégoire et al., used a variety of proliferation, not neurogenesis, markers and found that a running disk, not wheel, significantly increased proliferation compared to a locked disk [20] and hence, the type of wheel and cage conditions may influence the engagement of the animals, and thus the effects on neurogenesis as well.

While running is a major neurogenic stimulus often present in an enriched environment [20, 26, 37, 39, 54, 55, 61], EE alone also stimulates cell survival through at least two key elements; cognitive challenges and stress reduction [20, 50, 54, 61, 62]. Moreover, the combination of PA and cognitive challenges increases the effect of either stimulus alone [25, 48–50], which is proposed to have had evolutionary advantages [61]. PA further modifies the expression of several enzymes, growth factors and transcription factors that are involved in the stimulation of NSCs [31, 63–74], some of them originating from the periphery, as discussed below.
EFFECTS OF PA ON PERIPHERAL METABOLIC AND HORMONAL MARKERS

During bodily movements and physical exercise, muscles contract and relax in a well-coordinated manner. Dependent on the oxygenation, their level of activation and intensity of the exercise, active muscle produce several bioactive compounds that generally help to adapt and promote muscle repair or growth, or vascular function and/or metabolism. Other organs such the kidneys and liver respond to different effects of PA, such as sweat production and a drop in glucose respectively. This enables the body to, on the one hand, adapt to exercise by secreting hormones released e.g. by endocrine organs to recover from, and replenish the initial energy depletion and prevent later exhaustion. On the other hand, it facilitates muscle remodeling and growth after training by changes in protein metabolism. In addition, angiogenesis is a prominent consequence of muscle activity and exercise.

Besides the effects these locally produced factors exert on the peripheral parts of the body, many of these factors are secreted and often reach the bloodstream from where they can affect the brain as well (Table 1; Fig. 2). In addition to the compounds entering the brain through the blood brain barrier (BBB), the brain also responds to PA by locally regulating some compounds. For one the brain produces proteins to reduce neuronal excitability and cope with the drop in glucose following PA. Furthermore, several growth factors are altered by PA to enable the brain to ‘learn from experience’. These growth factors or neurotrophins are important for hippocampal neurons and exert a plethora of effects, amongst others neuronal growth, proliferation, differentiation and maturation in the hippocampus. The mechanisms behind the PA-induced increase of these factors in the hippocampus likely involves peripheral signals, but also neuronal component could be at play. For instance, the fornix and the medial perforant pathway [75, 76] are known to increase theta frequency signals to the hippocampus during conditions of exercise. Theta waves have been proposed as a cue for arousal, orientation and attention to the environment and are involved in memory consolidation processes [75, 77].

Increased activity of the GABAergic, glutamatergic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hormone/factor/neurotransmitter</th>
<th>Main function in exercise</th>
<th>Produced in</th>
<th>Reference number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Insulin &amp; insulin-like growth factor 1</td>
<td>Increase protein synthesis</td>
<td>Liver (P)</td>
<td>[78, 79]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adiponectin</td>
<td>Increase glucose uptake</td>
<td>Fat cells (P)</td>
<td>[80, 81]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leptin</td>
<td>Shells metabolism from glucose to fat &amp; decreases food intake</td>
<td>Fat cells (P)</td>
<td>[82, 83]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angiotensin II</td>
<td>Increase body fluid</td>
<td>Kidney (P)</td>
<td>[79, 83]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glucocorticoids</td>
<td>Initiate stress response</td>
<td>Adrenal cortex (P)</td>
<td>[82]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glucocorticoids</td>
<td>Increase activation of the sympathetic system</td>
<td>Adrenal cortex (P)</td>
<td>[82]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reactive oxygen species</td>
<td>Stimulate AMP-kinase</td>
<td>Muscles (P)</td>
<td>[84]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMP-kinase</td>
<td>Increase available energy</td>
<td>Muscles (P)</td>
<td>[84–86]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPAR-activated receptor (PPAR)</td>
<td>Transcription factor</td>
<td>Muscles (P)</td>
<td>[87]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPAR gamma co-activator 1</td>
<td>Ciliary neurotrophic factor</td>
<td>Muscle plasticity</td>
<td>[88]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vascular endothelial growth factor</td>
<td>Promote survival of neurons in skeletal muscle</td>
<td>Muscle cells (P)</td>
<td>[89]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cytokines (proinflammatory)</td>
<td>Stimulate angiogenesis</td>
<td>Muscles (P) and more (P &amp; C)</td>
<td>[90, 91]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serotonin</td>
<td>Regulate mood, appetite and sleep</td>
<td>Hippocampus (C)</td>
<td>[92]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetylcholine, glutamate &amp; GABA</td>
<td>Cortical signals</td>
<td>Hippocampus (C)</td>
<td>[93, 94]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brain derived neurotrophic factor</td>
<td>Neuroprotective &amp; CNS plasticity</td>
<td>Hippocampus (C)</td>
<td>[12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurotrophin-3</td>
<td>Regenerate of nerves, stimulate and control neurons</td>
<td>Hippocampus (C)</td>
<td>[37]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nerve growth factor</td>
<td>Increase of neuronal growth</td>
<td>Hippocampus (C)</td>
<td>[95]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fibroblast growth factor 2</td>
<td>Nerve growth &amp; CNS plasticity</td>
<td>Hippocampus (C)</td>
<td>[96]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurotrophin Y</td>
<td>Regulate feeding behavior, energy balance and pituitary secretion</td>
<td>Hippocampus (C)</td>
<td>[97]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vasopressin intestinal peptide</td>
<td>Regulate cardiovascular rhythm &amp; CNS plasticity</td>
<td>Hippocampus (C)</td>
<td>[98]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β-endorphin</td>
<td>Decrease pain</td>
<td>Pituitary gland (C)</td>
<td>[99]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Most hormones, factors and neurotransmitters are increased in response to physical activity, except for leptin, specific cytokines and neurotrophins.

1. All factors produced in the periphery are able to cross the blood brain barrier. P = mainly peripheral production; C = mainly central production.
and cholinergic afferents elevates extracellular lactate levels [100] as well as the levels of specific neurotransmitters [93, 94] in the hippocampus, which e.g. for acetylcholine, can in turn induce production of growth factors [93, 101]. As an example, Nochi and colleagues found that theta-burst stimulation of the perforant pathway stimulated hippocampal proliferation through an increase in glutamate levels in animals. In vitro follow up showed this was both dependent on the metabolic glutamate receptor 5, present on NSCs, as well as on vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) [102].

Other studies also suggest a cholinergic dependency as basal [103] and PA-induced [94] levels of proliferation were abrogated by septal-to-hippocampal lesioning of the cholinergic afferents. Furthermore, acetylcholine can activate proliferation through activation of metabolic acetylcholine receptor M1 on NSCs in vitro [94]. Hence, proliferation can be induced by modulating main neurotransmitter inputs to the hippocampus [104].

For a factor to stimulate proliferation, it needs to stimulate the NSCs in the DG. Important intracellular pathways for this are the mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPKs), extracellular-signal-regulated kinases (ERKs) [13, 27, 105, 106] and Akt pathways [105, 107]. In addition, factors involved in gene transcription, like the signal transducer and activator of transcription 3 (STAT3) protein [108, 109] and the enzyme histone-lysine N-methyltransferase EZH2 [110], can induce proliferation of NSCs as well. The details of these pathways fall beyond the scope of this review and will not be further discussed.
While the type and magnitude of such a peripheral response is influenced by multiple factors, including the interval and period of rest between different trainings, and the intensity, duration and type of physical exercise, many of the changes mentioned in Table 1 occur during all forms of exercise [78]. Note that although an extensive list exists of PA-induced bioactive compounds, not all are well understood and even today more factors continue to be discovered.

In summary, PA induces a variety of hormonal and physiological responses, both in the periphery and within the central nervous system (CNS). Most peripheral changes do not remain confined to the peripheral system as many of these factors are, in variable degrees, able to cross the BBB. This enables these factors to influence brain function and also hippocampal proliferation.

### CANDIDATE CENTRAL AND PERIPHERAL FACTORS INDUCING PROLIFERATION IN THE BRAIN

#### a) Growth factors/neurotrophins

Growth factors or neurotrophins are well known for their promotion of (nerve) cell growth and their role in neurogenesis regulation during development and adulthood [31, 64]. The growth factors important during development often have very similar functions in adult conditions and we therefore limit ourselves to the main growth factors relevant for adult neurogenesis. We will discuss here; brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF), neurotrophin-3 (NT-3), nerve Growth Factor (NGF), fibroblast growth factor (FGF-2), ciliary neurotrophic factor (CNTF), insulin-like growth factor 1; IGF-1 = insulin-like growth factor 1; IGF-1R = IGF-1 receptor; NGF = neuronal growth factor; NT-3 = neurotrophin-3; TrkA/B/C = tyrosine kinase receptor A/B/C; VEGF = vascular endothelial growth factor.

#### i. BDNF

Brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) is a major factor involved in adult hippocampal neurogenesis, synaptic plasticity [64–66] and transmission [64], as well as neuronal outgrowth and extension [63]. It is secreted both pre- and postsynaptically in an activity-dependent manner in the hippocampus [65]. Extracellular BDNF binds to its endogenous receptor, tyrosine kinase receptor B (TrkB) [111], and this complex can be internalized. Inside the cell, BDNF modulates protein synthesis by activating proteins, like cAMP-calcium response element binding protein (CREB), ERK and phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K). After both short- and long-term PA, BDNF is upregulated [12, 67–74, 112]. In addition, TrkB mRNA is increased upon PA [73] and this receptor is found to be expressed by NSCs [113]. PA-induced increases in acetylcholine [94, 103], through theta waves e.g., and (nor)adrenalin [114, 115] also trigger BDNF production [76, 101, 114, 115]. BDNF also acts as a proliferation factor in in vitro [116] and in vivo [117–119] studies. In the in vivo studies, pharmacological manipulation of BDNF resulted in BDNF-dependent proliferation in the rat hippocampus [85], while heterozygous BDNF knock-out (KO) mice had reduced proliferation [118] and BDNF infusion on the other hand, increased proliferation [119]. Moreover, many proteins activated by the BDNF-TrkB complex are known to be involved in proliferation, such as adenosine monophosphate-activated protein kinase (AMPK) and IGF-1[120], as well as classic transcription factors like CREB [66, 70], ERK [70], CAMKII [70] and Akt [67, 70]. In line with this, a loss of TrkB results in a decrease in PA-induced proliferation and a reduced size of the DG, despite normal BDNF elevations [121].

In contrast, some studies indicate that BDNF is specifically responsible for the survival of newborn neurons, not their proliferation per se. A recent study failed to produce BDNF induced proliferation. Taliaz and colleagues [2009] used RNA interference and lentiviral vectors to knock down BDNF in the DG selectively [122]. This induced depression-like behavior and reduced newborn cell survival but did not affect proliferation [122]. Secondly, proliferation of NSCs in the subventricular zone has been found to be unaltered in BDNF overexpressing mice. While the stem cells were still able to proliferate in...
response to basic FGF, BDNF addition solely induced differentiation [113].

Taken together, although hippocampal BDNF levels rise in response to PA and some studies suggest that BDNF is a proliferative factor, most evidence indicates that BDNF particularly stimulates the phases following proliferation.

ii. NT-3

Another important growth factor involved in adult proliferation and neurogenesis is neurotrophin-3 (NT-3). Although PA increases levels of NT-3 and stimulates proliferation in the spinal cord [123, 124], the level of NT-3 in the hippocampus was unchanged, or possibly even decreased upon PA [37, 71, 72]. EE however, did increase hippocampal NT-3 levels [30], consistent with findings suggesting that NT-3 production is facilitated through sensory input by the lateral perforant path and is involved in cell survival rather than proliferation in the hippocampus [30, 125–127].

iii. NGF

Nerve Growth Factor (NGF) is one of the best known and the first identified neurotrophic factor. It binds to the tyrosine kinase receptor A (TrkA), subsequently TrkA dimerizes and activates the PI3K and Akt pathway. As explained above, running is known to activate the perforant path [75, 100] and to increase neurotransmitter levels [93, 102]. The resulting neuronal depolarizations can evoke NGF production in a calcium sensitive manner [95, 126, 128]. This has been studied in rodents and an increase in hippocampal NGF has been seen in response to PA [73, 74, 95, 129, 130].

NGF is a known stimulator of proliferation and differentiation for a wide variety of cells [131, 132]. In vivo studies show that intracerebroventricular administration of NGF for six days did not affect proliferation, whereas twenty days of administration did increase newborn cell survival [133]. A study with aged rats suggest that the PA-induced increase in NGF promotes cell survival through the TrkA activated Akt pathway [95].

To conclude, NGF and its receptor levels increase in the hippocampus upon PA. Although NGF can stimulate proliferation in various conditions, other studies suggest that in the hippocampus, NGF is largely involved in Akt dependent, newborn cell survival.

iv. CNTF

Another growth factor that is upregulated by PA is ciliary neurotrophic factor (CNTF) which promotes neuron survival. Both CNTF and its receptors are in found in the CNS, mostly in astrocytes and in some neuronal populations [134, 135]. Peripheral CNTF is able to cross the BBB [136] and CNTF receptors are found in the hippocampus [135]. One of the strongest stimuli triggering CNTF production is brain injury [137, 138]. More recently, the CNTF receptor was also found to be upregulated in muscle cells upon PA [89].

Exogenously applied CNTF has been shown to increase proliferation of neurons in both the DG and subventricular zone [134, 139] while an experiment with a CNTR KO mouse confirmed the dependence of proliferation on CNTR. In neurosphere cell culture, the mechanism was found to be STAT3 dependent [140] as is the CNTF induction of gliogenesis [141].

Hence, CNTF could hypothetically induce hippocampal proliferation in response to PA but it is unclear to what extent this contributes to gliogenesis rather than subsequent neurogenesis and hippocampal function. Also, it remains unknown whether PA increases both peripheral and central CNTF.

v. FGF-2

Fibroblast growth factors (FGF) comprise a family of growth factors involved in both embryonic development [142, 143] as well as adult wound healing [143] and angiogenesis [143, 144]. FGFs regulate proliferation and differentiation in a wide variety of cells [143, 144]. FGF protein and mRNA expression increase after acute PA [73, 96, 145, 146]. Studies in rodents with induced seizures suggest that an increase in brain activity is responsible for the increased expression of FGF-2 [128, 145, 147] consistent with a study on cultured rat retinal pigment epithelial cells [148] showing that glutamate treatment specifically increased both FGF and FGF receptor (FGF-R) mRNA levels [148]. FGF, together with epidermal growth factor (EGF), are perhaps the most prominent growth factors commonly used to study proliferation in vitro [144], and proliferation of progenitor cells in the DG [142, 148]. In addition, studies using adult FGF-2 KO mice show that FGF-2 is necessary to induce proliferation following kainate induced brain damage [149]. Taken together with the PA-induced increase in hippocampal glutamate levels, it is likely that PA-induced FGF production strongly depends on glutamate signaling.

Two, not mutually exclusive, mechanisms might be responsible for the FGF-2 dependent proliferation by PA. The first mechanism is thought to involve astrocyte-mediated changes in the local environment. The increase in FGF-2 protein and mRNA levels after
running was e.g. mainly found in astrocytes in the DG [146]. As astrocytes regulate vascular structure and play a role in energy and ion metabolism [150] for neurons throughout the brain, an increase in astrocytic FGF-2 levels might improve the vasculature and energy metabolism, which would facilitate stem cell proliferation [146].

An alternative mechanism could be astrocytic secretion of FGF-2. Astrocytes are a source of and provide both trophic factors [128] and metabolites [151] to their local environment. As astrocytes were shown to be capable of secreting FGF-2, NSCs can respond and subsequently activate specific second messenger pathways [142, 152] that may involve the phosphorylation of CREB, subsequently activating the ND1/EZH2 pathway that is known to be involved in regulation of proliferation as shown by Kottakis et al. (2011) in mouse embryonic fibroblasts [144].

Thus, the PA-induced increase in hippocampal glutamate concentrations increases FGF-2 expression in astrocytes only in response to acute, not long-term, PA. FGF-2 producing astrocytes can then facilitate hippocampal stem cell proliferation by either improving the vascular system and energy metabolism in the DG, or by secreting FGF-2, or both. The astrocyte-excreted FGF-2 stimulates NSCs to proliferate via the ND1/EZH2 pathway.

vi. IGF-1

A variety of both central and peripheral tissues respond to changes in peripheral glucose with the production of insulin related proteins, such as insulin-like growth factors (IGF). IGF-1 regulates metabolism and stimulates growth by regulating proliferation and differentiation of various cell types [153]. Liver [79] and muscle [78] production of IGF-1 is increased upon PA in response to the glucose drop. Together with AMPK it promotes energy availability and muscle recovery. Furthermore, peripheral IGF-1 can cross the BBB, hippocampal levels of IGF-1 mRNA increase after exercise [120] and running also induced more uptake of blood IGF-I by specific groups of neurons throughout the brain [154, 155]. IGF-1 has a role in neuroprotection and growth by inducing proliferation and increasing cell survival [153, 154, 156]. To confirm the neuroprotective effect of PA-induced IGF-1, Carro and colleagues showed that running rats displayed an IGF-1 dependent amelioration of neuron loss following brain damage [154], an amelioration that was abolished when transport of IGF-1 across the BBB was blocked using an antiserum that prevented binding of IGF-1 to its receptor (IGF-1R). This receptor, IGF-1R, is also present in newly formed mature cells in the GCL [157] and when activated by central IGF-1, it phosphorylates AKT and ERK1/2, two proliferatory pathways [105, 158]. This suggests that the neuroprotective effect of IGF-1 is mediated by activation of the IGF-1R on NSCs, which would then be expected to subsequently promote their proliferation, as confirmed using in vitro stem cells from the mouse forebrain [159]. After in vitro cloning in FGF-2 medium, the stem cells were dependent on IGF-1 to proliferate and differentiate into neurons. The ERK pathway was required to induce proliferation [160], while differentiation was found to be PI3K/Akt dependent [160]. Aberg and colleagues (2000) confirmed the in vivo proliferation following IGF-1 supplementation by means of an osmotic minipump [161] whereas rats receiving an injection of the aforementioned antiserum against the FGF-R while running showed significant decreases in proliferation [157].

Hence, we can conclude that both peripheral and central tissues contribute to the increased production of IGF-1 upon PA. Blocking IGF-1 transport over the BBB reduces proliferation, consistent with the idea that the most important increase likely derives from the peripheral IGF source. Peripherally produced IGF-1 is transported over the BBB via the IGF-1R, and induces proliferation in the DG through activation of the ERK and possibly Akt, pathway.

vii. VEGF

Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) is best known for its stimulatory effect on vascular cells, its role in vasculogenesis and angiogenesis but neurogenic effects have been found as well [96, 162]. It has been hypothesized that PA increases VEGF in order to repair possible tissue damage and subsequent regeneration of muscle and thereby improve the vascular system to meet the higher oxygen demands caused by PA [163, 164]. In accordance, PA increases both peripheral levels of VEGF in muscle [91, 163, 165, 166] and nerves [166], as well as central VEGF and VEGF receptor expression [96, 163]. More specifically, VEGF protein and mRNA levels were increased in the hippocampus [96] parallel to an increase of VEGF receptor 2 (fetal liver kinase-1, Flk-1) mRNA [163]. In fact, VEGF appears even necessary for exercise-induced hippocampal neurogenesis [162]. Although muscle cells secrete VEGF into the circulation [164], transport over the BBB is limited [167]. However, not all studies find a peripheral [159] or central increase in VEGF [12, 162, 163] in response to PA, which indicates that VEGF production may depend on PA intensity.
The increase in central VEGF after PA suggests that the neurogenic effect of VEGF, in part, depends on central VEGF, and not on (indirect) vascular changes induced by VEGF. In support, stimulation of both VEGF receptor types 1 [168] and 3 [169] in the subventricular zone causes an increase in neuronal proliferation. In addition, similar neurogenic effects can also be mediated through Flk-1 alone [170]. Moreover, the VEGF/Flk-1 complex activates the MAPK/ERK and Akt pathways to increase endothelial [106] and neuronal proliferation [171] while VEGF in vivo stimulated proliferation of neurons, astrocytes and endothelial cells in the DG. The aforementioned experiment in mouse embryonic fibroblast shows that besides FGF-2, VEGF can also activate the NDY1/EZH2 pathway [144] and VEGF thus has the potential to directly induce proliferation through multiple pathways.

However, Fabel et al. [162] indicate a more potent role of peripheral VEGF [162]. They used voluntary wheel running in mice to study effects of PA-induced increases in VEGF on neurogenesis. Using an adenoviral vector system, a peripheral blockade of VEGF was achieved, which selectively abolished the PA-induced, but not baseline, neurogenesis. This study not only demonstrates the neurogenic effect of VEGF but also highlights the importance of peripheral VEGF.

Taken together, PA increases muscle production of VEGF, which can cross the BBB. PA further stimulates VEGF and its receptor, Flk-1, in the hippocampus. VEGF further has the potential to activate the MAPK/ERK and Akt pathway through Flk-1, and so stimulate proliferation of neurons, astrocytes and endothelial cells in vivo but PA-induced neurogenesis appears to depend on peripheral VEGF that likely contributes to proliferation through changes in the vascular system.

In addition to the growth factors listed above, other factors are increased upon PA that can also induce proliferation. We will now discuss β-endorphin, angiotensin II, AMPK, adipopectin, neuropeptide Y and serotonin and their possible roles in PA-induced proliferation.

b) β-endorphin

β-endorphins are members of the endogenous opioid system and involved in suppression of pain. They are released by the pituitary gland upon PA and during pain e.g. [78, 99]. This increase is thought to be mediated by coincident changes in glucose metabolism, or through a decrease in pH following cellular activity [99].

When cultured under FGF-2 rich conditions, adult hippocampal progenitor cells not only express two endogenous opioid receptors, i.e. the mu- and delta-opioid receptor (MOR and DOR, respectively), but also produce β-endorphins themselves [172]. Incubation of these cells with various MOR and DOR antagonists for 48 hours reduced the incorporation of [3H]thymidine and DNA content, indicative of a reduction in proliferative capacity. Later studies showed the effects of β-endorphin induced proliferation depend on PI3K, an activator of Akt, and MAPK/ERK1/2 pathways [172].

In vivo studies have provided evidence for the involvement of this hormone in PA-induced proliferation [173]. Wild-type and β-endorphins KO mice were either housed sedentary or they ran for a short (10 days) or long (39 days) period. Whereas proliferation in the DG was similar for both genotypes in the sedentary mice, the PA-induced increase in proliferation was only observed in running wild type mice but not in the β-endorphin KO animals, demonstrating that β-endorphin is necessary to increase proliferation after different durations of PA. Furthermore, PA increased MOR expression in the hippocampus [174] but only after acute (5 days) and not chronic (45 days) PA and after chronic PA, MOR expression returned to baseline.

Taken together, these experiments indicated that β-endorphin modulates changes in DG proliferation during physical activity. By binding to the endogenous MOR and DOR, β-endorphin activates the MAPK/ERK1/2 pathway, and thereby induces proliferation.

c) Angiotensin

Angiotensin II (ATII) regulates blood pressure. It is produced by the peripherally but able to cross the BBB [175] where it can also target the brain vasculature.

During PA, the body produces sweat to let heat escape, this water loss can lead to dehydration. To counteract this, the kidneys release ATII, which increases vasoconstriction and increases aldosterone secretion from the kidney [78, 83].

NSCs in the rat hippocampus express the ATII type I and II receptor (AT2RI & -RII, respectively) [176]. In vitro studies have shown that activation of AT2RII, but not AT2RI, stimulates proliferation of NSCs through a MEK, ERK and Akt pathway [176]. Moreover, AT2RII activation also increased hippocampal proliferation in vivo [177]. Following the induction of traumatic brain injury in mice, AT2RII inhibition caused a significant reduction of SGZ.
neurogenesis and reduced activation of the BDNF/TrkB and NGF/TrkA pathways [177]. This suggested that ATII might also increase cell survival through growth factors like BDNF and NGF. However, in these studies, two conditions were compared: heat acclimation and normal temperature, and only proliferation of the heat acclimated mice was negatively affected by antagonist treatment, suggesting that AT2RII is only activated after brain injury when heat acclimation is apparent. In addition, different downstream pathways of AT2RII activation may be involved and cross-talk between both ERK and Akt cannot be excluded [178].

Taken together, the kidneys increase ATII secretion upon PA, which can induce proliferation. Whether AT2-RII is involved in the PA-induced proliferation awaits additional studies.

d) AMPK, PPAR and PGC-1α

Recent studies have indicated a possible role for adenosine monophosphate-activated protein kinase (AMPK) in PA-induced effects. The enzyme AMPK plays a role in energy homeostasis and increases the cellular uptake of glucose and inhibits cellular activities that consume energy and PA per se already increases AMPK [85]. Also, peripheral application of a synthetic agonist of AMPK, AICAR, increased proliferation in the DG of mice [179], suggesting AMPK might play a role in PA-induced proliferation.

The aforementioned effects of AMPK increase the overall available energy in the cell. Consistent with this, AMPK production by muscle cells is triggered by an increased cellular ratio of AMP:ATP [85, 120] and elevated specific reactive oxygen species (ROS) levels [84] following PA. In both humans and rodents, AMPK levels rise during PA [85, 86, 120]. In addition, the PA-induced increase is negatively affected with age [86].

The administration of AICAR to mice was shown to enhance water maze performance and increase both proliferation and cell survival in the hippocampus in parallel [179]. Further studies have shown that AICAR administration controls gene regulation in the hippocampus [180] and an upregulation of genes involved in neuroplasticity and neuroprotection was apparent, but also a down-regulation of genes involved in the negative regulation of neurogenesis and neurodevelopment. Among the upregulated genes was MAPK3, member of the proliferatory pathway MAPK/ERK, while a down-regulated gene was ERRF1, an inhibitor of proliferation [181]. However, AICAR cannot directly regulate gene expression in the hippocampus since it cannot cross the BBB and a likely explanation is that second messengers of peripherally activated AMPK can cross the BBB to regulate hippocampal gene expression.

A candidate second messenger in this respect is peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor (PPAR). PPAR is controlled by AMPK [182] and increases with PA [87]. It modulates proliferation during embryonic neurogenesis via EGF-mediated ERK activation [183]. Furthermore, PPAR modulates adult neurogenesis, although for this the involvement of ERK is not yet confirmed [184-186]. Another candidate second messenger of AMPK that might positively affect proliferation is the PPAR co-activator gamma 1α (PGC-1α). AMPK controls PGC-1α translocation [187] and in accordance, the level of PGC-1α in muscle cells increases upon PA [87, 88, 188]. PGC-1α combined with the aforementioned PPAR, increases production of kynurenine aminotransferase (KAT) in muscle cells of both mice and humans [88]. This enzyme converts kynurenine into kynurenic acid, which cannot cross the BBB. Agudelo and colleagues found that in mice that overexpress skeletal muscle-specific PGC-1α, the amount of KAT correlated well with the reduction of kynurenine metabolites in the brain. This mouse model was resistant against stress-induced depressive behavior, a feature that has been related to changes in neurogenesis. Furthermore, the peripheral application of kynurenine resulted in anhedonic behavior in both wild-type mice and in mice with a genetic deletion of PGC-1α.

This suggests that a change in kynurenine metabolism, through an increase in PGC-1α, can protect mice from stress-induced depression. The authors suggest that the change in metabolism reduces the serotonin depletion by stress and so exerts a protective effect against depression. However, both wild-type and PGC-1α transgenic mice showed similar levels of serotonin and another explanation is that improved cellular conditions, through e.g., a reduction of neurotoxic metabolites of kynurenine, can increase neurogenesis. Alternatively, PGC-1α overexpressing mice have an increase in hippocampal levels of AMPA receptor, which can, if chronically potentiated, increase proliferation [189].

Taken together, PA increases peripheral AMPK levels. Peripheral activation of this enzyme increases proliferation in the DG. Most likely, AMPK activates second messengers that stimulate proliferatory path-
ways. The AMPK activated PPAR and PGC-1α are candidate messengers in this respect.

c) Adiponectin

Adiponectin is a metabolic hormone secreted by fat cells. It improves glucose uptake and insulin sensitivity through the adiponectin receptor 1 and 2 (AdipoR1 & -2, respectively). PA increases adiponectin secretion and recent study shows a role for adiponectin in proliferation. Also, some transport of adiponectin over the BBB is possible [190, 191].

Although older studies [192, 193] had found serum adiponectin levels to remain unchanged in response to PA, more recent studies [80, 194, 195] report an increase of adiponectin levels after short and long term PA. On the one hand PA directly stimulates adiponectin production, and on the other PA has the potential to slowly decrease the amount of fat cells, e.g. after prolonged PA training, which negatively regulates adiponectin. PA is also known to increase AdipoR1 and -2 in both skeletal muscle and liver tissue [80]. Moreover, both adiponectin receptors subsequently activate AMPK, PPAR-α and MAPK/ERK signaling proteins, all of which are involved in proliferation as well [80, 191, 192].

Adiponectin is, in lighter forms, able to cross the BBB and both receptors are found to be expressed within the CNS [190, 191]. Thus, peripherally excreted adiponectin has the potential to exert effects on the brain and indeed, adiponectin, through AMPK, has been found to have neuroprotective effects after kainate induced brain injury [196] and is involved in the susceptibility for depressive-like symptoms [197]. These effects are likely mediated through an increase in neurogenesis since adiponectin receptors are present on hippocampal NCS [198] and since adiponectin can promote proliferation of these cells through activation of AMPK, PPAR-α and MAPK/ERK signaling proteins, all of which are involved in proliferation as well [80, 191, 192].

Adiponectin is also known to increase AdipoR1 and -2 in both skeletal muscle and liver tissue [80]. Moreover, both adiponectin receptors subsequently activate AMPK, PPAR-α and MAPK/ERK signaling proteins, all of which are involved in proliferation as well [80, 191, 192].

Interestingly, both the kainate study and the adiponectin deficient mice study found indications for phosphorylated AMPK dependent neurogenesis [196, 199]. AMPK is able to induce dendritic mitochondrial biogenesis, which can contribute to neurogenesis [200] or through second messengers, as explained above. However, Zhang and colleagues found adiponectin induced neurogenesis to depend on p38MAPK [198].

Taken together, PA increases both adiponectin levels, and possibly adiponectin receptor expression, in the brain. These increased levels of adiponectin can promote proliferation both in vitro and in vivo. Whether adiponectin induced proliferation is either AMPK or p38MAPK dependent, remains obscure.

f) Neuropeptide Y

NPY is a neurotransmitter involved in the regulation of feeding behavior, energy balance and pitsitary secretion [201]. It is abundantly found in the hippocampus amongst other regions [202]. PA increases the levels of NPY in the hypothalamus [97, 203, 204]. Moreover, mRNA levels in the hippocampus increase in voluntary wheel running rats [97]. There are two aspects of PA that contribute to the increase in NPY production; the first aspect is the stress that accompanies PA in rodents [203], the second the reduction of energy storages [205].

Howell and colleagues (2005) have shown both in vivo and in vitro that NPY can induce proliferation [206]. The introduction of NPY to neuroblast cell cultures increased proliferation whereas application of the antagonist of NPY-1 receptor and the inhibitor of MEK activation of ERK1/2, abolished these in vitro effects. In vivo, the NPY-1 receptor could be linked to the proliferation, but not survival of bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) positive cells. Thus, NPY can induce proliferation in the hippocampus via the NPY-1 receptor and activation of ERK1/2 [206].

An experiment with running rats found a correlation between the increased hippocampal NPY mRNA levels and cell proliferation [207]. Moreover, the increased levels of NPY and NPY-Y1 receptor (NPY-Y1R) mRNA were linked to an improvement on a forced swim task. Although a causal relation was not proven, this study confirms increases in hippocampal NPY and NPY-Y1R levels in response to running and suggest that NPY stimulates proliferation through NPY-Y1R. Taken together, there are some strong findings that NPY and its receptors are upregulated upon...
PA and that NPY stimulation can increase proliferation through ERK1/2 activation.

g) Serotonin

Serotonin, or 5-hydroxytryptamine (5-HT), is a neurotransmitter synthesized from tryptophan through tryptophan hydroxylase (TPH). Serotonin is well known for its regulation of mood and many anti-depressant drugs target increase serotonin levels in the brain. Acute PA is known to increase 5-HT in the hippocampus in a time dependent manner [92, 208]. Béquet and colleagues have suggested that serotonin is upregulated in response to an increase in insulin levels, which in turn is increased by a rise in peripheral glucose levels in response to PA [92]. During PA, 5-HT levels increase and after PA they slowly return to baseline, similar to the glucose dependent response.

Almost all of the 5-HT receptors subtypes are present in the hippocampus [209] and although serotonin stimulates neurogenesis both in vitro and in vivo, the precise mechanism of action, and which receptor subtypes are involved or critical, remains poorly understood. Djavadian (2004) concluded that the 5-HT1a, -2a & -2c receptor subtypes are important in this process [210] while a more recent study included 5-HT2b to the list of possible targets [211]. A study on the mechanism of acute anti-depressants points to the activation of receptor 1a, and not 2, that would be required for proliferation [212], but other receptors have been implicated as well, such as subtype 5-HT3,-4, -6 and -7. The last three receptors activate CREB, which could subsequently activate the NDY1/EZH2 pathway that is known to be involved in proliferation [110]. A recent review addresses the different mechanisms and involvement of these receptor subtypes in proliferation [213].

Klempin and colleagues confirmed a role for 5-HT in PA-induced proliferation [214] and showed that the PA-induced, not baseline, level of proliferation was lost in serotonin-deficient mice. Kondo and colleagues (2014) subsequently showed that an agonist for 5-HT3a increased proliferation in wild type mice, not in 5-HT3a KO [215]. After this, they used a PA and sedentary group to investigate the effect of serotonin receptor in vivo. The KO mice showed a loss of PA-induced proliferation and cell survival together with a loss of the anti-depressant effect. How the 5-HT3, that is mainly found on interneurons and some pyramidal neurons, induces cell proliferation in the DG remains elusive.

To conclude, serotonin is involved in PA-induced neurogenesis. PA-induced, but not basal levels of proliferation are lost in serotonin deficient or receptor KO mice. Most 5-HT subtype receptors appear to be involved but so far, only the 5-HT3 subtype has been studied in some detail in this respect.

PA-INDUCED CHANGES THAT AFFECT PROLIFERATION INDIRECTLY

Besides directly modulating (the levels of) specific bioactive compounds or mediators that affect proliferation, PA also creates or modifies conditions that can enable or facilitate proliferation indirectly, e.g. by modifying metabolism or the vasculature. Also, stress hormones are known to be elevated during PA but are at the same time well known for their own inhibitory actions on proliferation as well.

First, important indirect effects of PA comprise the multiple elements of the vascular system (Fig. 3), e.g. an increase in vascular conductance, permeability of the BBB, angiogenesis, cerebral blood flow and utilization of glucose, as reviewed elsewhere in detail [30, 216]. These improvements facilitate the delivery of oxygen, nutrients and proteins to the brain [216] and thereby improve conditions that can in turn stimulate proliferation indirectly. The benefits of PA for the vascular system are well known and reasonably well understood in terms of mechanism [39, 91]. Vascular conductance is e.g. increased via ATII [214] and adipopectin [215] while vasculature related compounds like ATII, VEGF and vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP) can also increase angiogenesis after PA [22, 34, 82, 90, 91, 98, 216–218]. VIP is upregulated in the hippocampus upon PA in order to reduce neuronal excitability [98].

Moreover, general changes in energy expenditure, that are to some extent regulated via FGF-2 [146], can positively affect the vascular system as well. An increase in dietary fat and leptin e.g., is associated with changes in energy expenditure regulation [219] and long term hyperleptinaemia results in leptin resistance [220], which can contribute to metabolic and cardiovascular dysfunction. PA might prevent leptin resistance by (temporarily) decreasing the levels of this hormone through an increase in adipopectin [221]. Thus, PA-induced decrease of leptin might contribute to healthy level of leptin, which maintains leptin sensitivity and so increases vascular improvement and thus conditions for proliferation, as supported by literature [22, 178].

Secondly, PA also facilitates proliferation through a reduction of proinflammatory cytokines (Table 1).
Gibbons et al. [12] have shown that running reduced hippocampal inflammation in mice [12] and reported a reduction in the pro-inflammatory cytokine IL-1β and microglia inflammation. These reductions were associated with an increase in neurogenesis [12]. Thus, PA reduces inflammation, which is beneficial for the overall brain health [22, 223], and can thus also indirectly facilitate neurogenesis [224].

Despite the beneficial effects of PA, a potential critical confounding factor in PA studies on rodents can be PA-induced stress [82, 225]. Whereas extensive literature shows that stress suppresses proliferation and neurogenesis in the hippocampus [3, 52, 56, 226] most likely mediated through the glucocorticoid receptor and SGK1 [33, 227, 228], such effects are context dependent and modified by several aspects. For instance, the type of stress [220], forced or voluntary, and the duration of the stress [17, 57], acute or chronic, modulates the effects of stress on neurogenesis as reviewed elsewhere in detail [17, 33, 229]. PA can also target cells and organs of the body through an increased generation of local ROS levels, which can damage DNA and proteins, although repair mechanisms are present too [84].

In conclusion, PA not only increases growth factors and mediators that directly induce proliferation, PA also improves conditions that facilitate neurogenesis in the brain, e.g. by improving the vascular system, modulating inflammation and through concomitant effects on the stress system.

In this review, we have discussed the many changes that occur in the periphery and brain in response to PA and contribute to the proliferation of stem cells in the DG (Fig. 2). We can conclude that at least six factors potently mediate PA-induced proliferation. Yet, there may be many more that have not been studied in this respect yet. From the other factors we mention here, their roles remain less clear or appear to resolve around cell survival instead of proliferation. Clearly, more work needs to be done here. These six factors are peripheral levels of IGF-1, VEGF and adiponectin, and centrally the serotonin, FGF-2 and β-endorphin levels.

So far, the role of age, sex and duration/intensity of exercise in regulating PA-induced adult neurogenesis has received little attention and will be discussed now.

**AGE RELATED CHANGES IN PA-INDUCED PROLIFERATION**

The age-related decline in cognition and neurogenesis seen in both humans and rodents [21, 230–232] has
been proposed to be related to an age-related reduction of at least some of the mediators regulating neurogenesis. Shetty and colleagues (2005) showed that in the rat hippocampus levels of some of these factors decline with age [218]. They performed an ELISA on the hippocampus of young (4 months old), middle-aged (12 months old) and aged (24 months old) rats and found FGF-2, IGF-1 and VEGF levels to be significantly lower in middle-aged and aged compared to young rats. Similarly, the basal levels of CNTF and IGF-1 were higher in younger (32 years) than older (72 years) people [159]. These factors are known to induce proliferation, a reduction could thus explain a decrease in proliferation.

Exercise may alleviate at least some of the age-related cognitive decline possibly through an increase in neurogenesis [12, 35, 38, 234]. Whether this involves PA or not, if levels of FGF-2, VEGF and IGF-1 can be increased in older subjects, this might eventually benefit cognition. However, with age, bodily responses to PA change as well. Studies have e.g. indicated a decreased production of IGF-1 by muscles and a reduction in NPY plasma levels in older subjects in response to PA [235, 236]. In addition, with aging the perforant pathway undergoes in part, degradation [237] and consequently hippocampal acetylcholine levels decrease [238]. This might affect PA activated signaling in the DG, which could lead to a reduction of neurogenesis.

Furthermore, although the response to PA is similarly, the overall levels FGF-2, IGF-1, CNTF and VEGF are negatively affected by age [159, 233]. Together these changes might alter or reduce the beneficial effects of PA on neurogenesis with increasing age. This might explain why Van Praag and colleagues (2005) found a reduced effect of wheel running in 19 month old mice compared to 3 months old mice [35]. Both groups showed an increase in newborn neurons compared to their sedentary littermates but only the young mice had an improvement in blood vessel perimeter and surface after 1.5 months running. In addition, neurogenesis in young runners was higher than in older runners, indicating that aged rodents have a reduced response to PA with respect to both angiogenesis and neurogenesis.

Kronenberg and colleagues (2006) found a similar response to PA in 6 month, 1 year and 2 year old mice [239] and proliferation increased in all groups after 10 days running, i.e. a shorter running period than commonly used by others. Also, Kempermann (2011) states that majority of neurogenesis occurs at a young age and after adulthood, stimulatory effects on neurogenesis have only a modest impact [5]. This view takes in consideration many older studies [230, 231] and is consistent with a recent study in humans [232] using the $^{14}$C method where a slow annual turnover of newborn cells was identified in the hippocampus with little further reduction with increasing age. From this, one might conclude that after an initial rapid drop in the postnatal and young adult period, the age-related reduction in neurogenesis is otherwise modest [35, 230, 239].

**SEX DIFFERENCES IN PA-INDUCED PROLIFERATION**

Given literature [11, 240, 241], sex differences are important to address in respect to PA effects on proliferation or neurogenesis. The main stimulatory factors are however upregulated to a similar extent in males and females. Even though sex differences are reported in the stress response to PA, in PA related genes and in voluntary running distance [241–243], these differences appear to have little to no effect on neurogenesis [107] and studies on both specific and more general mediators of proliferation fail to indicate a strong role for sex in the differences in PA-induced changes in neurogenesis.

**DIFFERENTIAL RESPONSES IN PROLIFERATION RATES BETWEEN SHORT-TERM AND LONG-TERM PA**

If PA increases proliferation and can increase learning abilities [8, 38, 48, 61, 179], one might assume this happens every time during PA. However, an increase in proliferation is only a transient phase that is part of an otherwise continuous formation of new cells and such effect are likely to modify turnover rate and should thus be seen as snapshots in time. Clearly, differences in response to either short-term or prolonged PA apply. An increase in 1 day old BrdU positive cells is seen after 24 hours of wheel access [41] which lasted up to 14 days of PA [57, 157] (see also Table 3). After this initial period, proliferation seems to return to baseline as judged from the decrease of 1 day old BrdU cells after 19 days of PA or more [57, 173, 239]. An explanation for this short-lived effect might be found in the proliferative factors discussed. FGF-2 is only upregulated for a week, after which it returns to baseline levels [73, 145, 146]. Similarly, NGF might only have an initial response to PA [73, 130] and the expression of the opioid receptor MOR is more
Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Duration of PA</th>
<th>Change in Proliferation</th>
<th>Cell Type</th>
<th>Type of PA</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 day</td>
<td>↑ (1)</td>
<td>VWR</td>
<td>Female Nestin-GFP mice</td>
<td>[41]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 days</td>
<td>↑ (1)</td>
<td>VWR</td>
<td>C57BL/6 mice</td>
<td>[239]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 days</td>
<td>↑ (1)</td>
<td>VWR</td>
<td>6 weeks, 3 months</td>
<td>[214]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 days</td>
<td>↑ (7)</td>
<td>VWR</td>
<td>5 weeks old C57BL/6 mice</td>
<td>[163]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 days</td>
<td>↑ (1 &amp; Ki67)</td>
<td>VWR</td>
<td>C57BL/6 mice</td>
<td>[173]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 days</td>
<td>↑ (1)</td>
<td>VWR</td>
<td>C57BL/6 mice</td>
<td>[239]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 days</td>
<td>↑ (13)</td>
<td>VWR</td>
<td>C57BL/6 mice</td>
<td>[57]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 days</td>
<td>↑ (13 &amp; PCNA)</td>
<td>VWR</td>
<td>Female C57BL/6 mice</td>
<td>[26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 days</td>
<td>↑ (13)</td>
<td>VWR</td>
<td>Female C57BL/6 mice</td>
<td>[37]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 weeks</td>
<td>↑ (1)</td>
<td>VWR</td>
<td>Wistar rats</td>
<td>[157]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 days</td>
<td>↑ (21)</td>
<td>VWR</td>
<td>C57BL/6 mice</td>
<td>[57]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 weeks</td>
<td>↑ (21)</td>
<td>VWR</td>
<td>Forced (5 days a week) Brain-damaged Sprague-Dawley rats</td>
<td>[70]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 weeks</td>
<td>↑ (48)</td>
<td>VWR</td>
<td>Wistar rats</td>
<td>[157]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 weeks</td>
<td>↑ (28)</td>
<td>VWR</td>
<td>Female C57BL/6 mice</td>
<td>[37]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 weeks</td>
<td>↑ (29)</td>
<td>VWR</td>
<td>Restricted access to wheel C57BL/6 mice</td>
<td>[245]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 month</td>
<td>↑ (Ki67)</td>
<td>VWR</td>
<td>2 month-old female C57BL/6</td>
<td>[246]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 month</td>
<td>↑ (28)</td>
<td>VWR</td>
<td>Female backcrossed 3xTg mice</td>
<td>[234]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 month</td>
<td>↑ (30)</td>
<td>VWR</td>
<td>Female C57BL/6 mice</td>
<td>[36]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 days</td>
<td>↑ (2)</td>
<td>VWR</td>
<td>C57BL/6 mice</td>
<td>[239]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39 days</td>
<td>↑ (2)</td>
<td>VWR</td>
<td>C57BL/6 mice</td>
<td>[173]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 weeks</td>
<td>↑ (43)</td>
<td>VWR</td>
<td>Female C57BL/6 mice</td>
<td>[26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43 days</td>
<td>↑ (31)</td>
<td>VWR</td>
<td>Female C57BL/6 mice</td>
<td>[58]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5 months</td>
<td>↑ (41)</td>
<td>VWR</td>
<td>Bulb/Bl/HJ mice</td>
<td>[12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5 months</td>
<td>↑ (42)</td>
<td>VWR</td>
<td>5 &amp; 19 months old C57BL/6 mice</td>
<td>[35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 months</td>
<td>↑ (1)</td>
<td>VWR</td>
<td>C57BL/6 mice</td>
<td>[239]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 months</td>
<td>↑ (240)</td>
<td>VWR</td>
<td>Female C57BL/6J</td>
<td>[38]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 months</td>
<td>↑ (330)</td>
<td>VWR</td>
<td>Female backcrossed 3xTg mice</td>
<td>[234]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The "↑" depicts an increase in cell numbers and "–" depicts a lack of changes. The number between brackets relates to the number of days after the first BrdU injection before the animals were sacrificed, or the immunohistochemical marker used to assess proliferation. The type of PA was mostly voluntary wheel running (VWR). Unless mentioned otherwise, adult male rats were used (3 months or older). Surprising results are shown in bold, underlined and cursive (see the text for details).

strongly increased in short-term PA [174]. In addition, Molteni and colleagues (2002) found a reduction of the initially increased CREB after 28 days of PA in rats [73], suggesting that the body responds differently to PA after an initial first period of approximately two weeks.

The growth factor FGF-2 is a major inducer of proliferation by PA and the return to baseline of FGF-2 expression might explain the reduction of proliferation after persistent PA. However, FGF-2 expression and proliferation rate each follow a different timeline. Proliferation is reduced after two weeks, while FGF levels normalize after only one week of PA. MOR expression, also important in PA-induced proliferation, might follow this timeline more closely. NGF and CREB, although not necessarily involved in proliferation, might also contribute to conditions facilitating proliferation as would the stress system that is known to become activated after prolonged PA and associated with stereotypy [244] and prolonged forced wheel running [17]. However, not all studies find a reduction in proliferation rate after prolonged PA. Kronenberg and colleagues (2006) reported that BrdU measured proliferation was increased in rats that ran for 6 months [239]. Similar results were obtained after 1 month of wheel running [20]. Most surprisingly, one study found proliferation after 39 days PA in mice via the Ki67 marker but not via their BrdU measurement [179]. In the same study, both markers showed proliferation after 10 days of PA. Together, these studies indicate that PA increases proliferation both after short- and long-term PA, consistent with indications that PA continues to increase hippocampal volume even after 6 months of PA [44].
CONCLUDING REMARKS

PA triggers several peripheral and central adaptations in the body, including changes in protein, fat and glucose metabolism and hormone secretion in e.g. liver and muscles. Some of these changes can induce changes in hippocampal proliferation directly (Fig. 2) and a strong and classic response is e.g. seen from theta signaling and various neurotrophins after PA that can modulate neurotransmitter levels in the hippocampus. Of the many possible growth factors and stimuli, the six of which it has been most clearly demonstrated that they stimulate proliferation, are serotonin, FGF-2, IGF-1, VEGF, β-endorphin and adiponectin, that to some extent share considerable similarity and can e.g. be grouped based on the comparable intra-cellular signaling pathways they use. PA increases serotonin levels in response to a rise in insulin levels that follow PA which in turn stimulates proliferation via several receptor subtypes. PA also increases FGF-2 in hippocampal astrocytes through an increase in glutamate levels. Both these centrally located factor stimulate proliferation through the NPY/EDH2 pathway. Excretion of peripheral produced IGF-1 is also increased upon PA, this growth factor enters the brain through the IGF-1R. Here, IGF-1 exerts a proliferative effect through the MAPK/ERK and Akt pathway. Furthermore, VEGF levels in muscles rise in response to PA, VEGF can cross the BBB and activate the same pathways as IGF-1 through Flik-1 activation. Peripheral VEGF also affects the vascular system, which facilitates conditions for proliferation. β-endorphin, increased in centrally to cope with pain accompanying PA, also activates the MAPK/ERK pathway in NSCs. Finally, adiponectin is directly upregulated in response to PA and indirectly by a decrease in fat cells. Similarly to β-endorphin, adiponectin stimulates proliferation through the AMPK or p38MAPK pathway. The other growth factors influenced by PA, i.e. BDNF, NT-3 and NGF, have a less pronounced involvement in proliferation but contribute to the further development and differentiation of these cells. PA also affects proliferation indirectly through effects on the vascular system, inflammation and the stress system. Considering changes with age, this plays a minor role in regulating adult neurogenesis after a certain age but PA is very effective at younger ages. PA-induced proliferation is affected by age, which is thought to be partly due to deterioration of different inputs and decreases in IGF-1 and NPY in response to PA. Sex differences seem to have little influence on PA-induced neurogenesis. Thus, functional neurogenesis has considerable relevance for brain plasticity, cognition and brain disorders like depression. PA is an easy accessible environmental stimulus that can increase hippocampal proliferation. Although it is not known whether PA also stimulates proliferation in human brain directly, further research is needed, beyond the bioactive compounds discussed here, into the exact mechanisms and the identification of possible additional factors that can together mimic the full potential of PA-induced changes in plasticity for the adult brain.
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